Homework #4

Make the following changes to your application from previous hw3:

- Change your app so that it works with fragments instead of regular activities
  - Your main activity and select food activity should now be a fragment
  - Order sent activity remains the same

- Add a new layout for tablets
  - Use the sw600dp qualifier (smallest width 600dp)

- The tablet layout should show both fragments at the same time (split the screen)
  - In portrait mode, the fragments should be one below the other
  - In landscape mode, the fragments should be next to each other
  - On tablets, pressing the “Select food” button does nothing
  - The phone layout remains the same as it was before

- When choosing a food item in the food selection fragment, the text of the “select food” button in the main fragment should change to the name of the selected food item (on both tablet and phone, instead of the toast from hw3)

General requirements:

- Your app should run on all previous android version up to API 17 (Android 4.2)
- Your app should support both landscape and portrait mode
- Your app should run on both tablets and phone
- Make sure to test your app, preferably on more than one device